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Making the most 
comfortable beds 
in the world for 
over 100 years

Welcome to Hypnos, we are a family 
owned business that has perfected 
our craft for over a century. All our 
beds are handmade by our skilled 
craftspeople in our own factories in 
the UK.  

We believe we have a responsibility 
far greater than making luxury beds, 
because we are in the business of 
sleep - one of the most precious 
commodities in life, ensuring our  
good health and happiness. 

As holders of a Royal Warrant since 
1929, we are known for making the 
most comfortable beds in the world. 
It is important we all leave a lasting 
legacy for future generations and 
inspire people to sleep sustainably 
by creating comfort with integrity. 
Therefore, we have pioneered the 
use of responsibly sourced, sustainable 
natural materials that provide ultimate 
comfort, as we believe sleep shouldn’t 
cost the Earth. 

Isobella shallow headboard with shallow 
platform divan and black tapered legs.
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Having a good night sleep really 
matters, it recharges our body and 
mind, so has a direct impact on our 
wellbeing. At Hypnos we take sleep 
very seriously, we even have our 
own resident sleep specialist, to offer 
advice on how you can improve all 
aspects of your sleep. 

We would love to eliminate sleep 
deprivation, which is becoming a 
worldwide problem at a time when 
our lives are increasing busy, and we 
are constantly connected to tech. 

The effects of poor sleep on our 
immune system, mental health, weight, 
and general wellbeing are well-known, 
but did you know poor sleep also 
effects our skin and how we look? 

Beauty sleep, isn’t a myth. When we 
sleep soundly, our body recharges, 
repairs and restores. Recent research 
has found that a good night’s sleep 
not only makes us feel energised, but 
repairs our skin, reducing fine lines 
and making us look younger.

Sleeping soundly is essential in all 
stages of our lives, but even more vital 
for children. Studies have shown a 
good night’s sleep improves attention 
span, behaviour, learning, memory, and 
overall mental and physical health. 
Sleep is the time for restoration and 
for children’s bodies to recharge 
and retain the information they 
have learned throughout the day. 
So, investing in sleep really matters, 
whatever age you are. 

Sleep Matters
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Sleep 
Shouldn’t 
Cost the 
Earth

We believe the best way to protect our 
environment is to use materials that are truly 
sustainable and recyclable, so we source 
responsibly, sustainably and with traceability. 

A good night’s sleep shouldn’t cost the Earth, 
so every bed we make is not only designed 
for ultimate comfort; it is also recyclable, so 
never needs to go to landfill. This long-standing 
ethical approach is part of our Hypnos DNA. 
We were the first bed manufacturer in the 
world to become carbon neutral, an accolade 
we achieved over a decade ago, and are 
extremely proud of. 
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Every Hypnos bed is handmade with 
care and attention by our skilled 
craftspeople. We are proud to be 
a British manufacturer and are a 
family business in every sense, as 
generations of experience go into 
making your Hypnos bed. Layers of 
comfort are handstitched in place and 
each mattress is meticulously checked 
before being carefully wrapped in our 
unique bio-plastic packaging. 

We love what we do, and continue 
to innovate, pioneering the use of 
sustainable materials that deliver 
ultimate comfort. With over 100 
years’ experience in designing and 
manufacturing beds, we know a lot 
about providing a great night’s sleep. 
So, you can sleep soundly, knowing 
that every material and every process 
used to handcraft your luxury bed 
meets our exacting standards.

A Labour 
of Love

Hypnos  |  The Design Edit
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The Science 
behind the most 
comfortable beds 
in the world

It’s not surprising that a lot of 
science goes into crafting the most 
comfortable beds in the world. Every 
detail is considered, from the materials 
used to the final construction.

Our ReActivePro™ pocket springs 
are expertly engineered to provide 
the utmost comfort, night after 
night. Each pocket spring moves 
independently to contour around 
your body shape and sleeping position, 
ensuring you are fully supported as 

you sleep. Our unique edge-to-edge 
systems provide an extra level of 
endurance to your mattress, with 
meticulous side stitching sewn by 
skilful hands. Breathable, natural, and 
sustainable fibres are carefully selected 
to regulate your body temperature. 
These are hand tufted into place, 
creating a sumptuous sleep surface 
you want to sink into.  With every 
detail considered, you can be assured 
that your Hypnos bed is as durable as 
it is beautiful.

Louisa headboard made to special height with deep platform 
divan and black tapered feet. Organic No 4 medium mattress 
with Origins Organic Comfort Layer.
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Selecting and 
sourcing materials 
responsibly 

As a pioneer in sustainable and ethical 
bedmaking, we believe sleep shouldn’t 
cost the Earth. Hypnos are the first 
carbon neutral bedmaker in the 
world, an accolade we achieved over 
a decade ago. 

Our approach has always been to 
make a positive environmental and 
social impact, investing in responsible 
innovation, nature-based circular 
designs, and initiatives to combat 
climate change. We only use natural 
and sustainable materials, including 
wool, cotton, flax, hemp, and natural 

latex, working in partnership with 
farmers to ensure materials are 
certified and traceable to their origins. 
Our mattresses are free of chemical-
based foams and are recyclable, so 
nothing ever needs to go to landfill. 

Hypnos beds do more than providing 
a good nights sleep, they are also 
good for our planet. By working in 
partnership with the Eden Project we 
have reinforced our environmental 
and social commitment to building 
relationships between people and the 
natural world.
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Organic No 4 medium mattress with Origins Organic Comfort Layer.
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Choosing your 
perfect bed 

1.

2.

3.

We all know that good night’s sleep improves our health and wellbeing. 
Selecting the right mattress for you, is a key consideration both in terms of 
comfort and practicality. And, choosing the right divan can provide useful 
storage, whilst your headboard will make the ultimate design statement.

Your mattress is never seen but is the most important element in creating 
your perfect sleep experience. Our design edit, is a capsule collection 
of our finest mattresses at differing comfort levels, materials, and turn 
options. All mattresses are available in multiple sizes to suit your room.

Here are our three simple steps.

Divans come in a choice of styles, heights, and storage options. You can 
select fabric from the Hypnos collection, or we can check the fire rating of 
a fabric you have already chosen. Useful storage ideas range from drawers 
to ottoman style beds. Each divan is finished with feet, legs, or castors.

Make a style statement with your headboard as it’s often the focal point 
in the bedroom. We have selected a range of different styles in our design 
edit. Each one can be finished in a fabric from the Hypnos collection, or 
we can verify the fire rating of your specified fabric.
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Selecting beds for 
every room
Whether you are choosing a bed for your master bedroom, a child’s room 
or somewhere for your guests to stay, you can be assured that every bed 
is handmade by our skilled craftspeople with the same love and care. Our 
mattresses, divans and headboards come in a choice of sizes, providing ultimate 
flexibility in comfort and style.

Getting a good night’s sleep is important for our health and wellbeing 
throughout our lives. Studies have shown a good night’s sleep is even more vital 
in younger years as it improves learning as well as overall mental and physical 
health. Sleep is the time for restoration, so investing in sleep really matters, 
whatever age you are. 

Emily shallow headboard with a shallow platform divan 
with natural tapered legs.
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Our mattresses
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Orthos Support 6 

Orthos Support 8

Cotton Origins 6

Wool Origins 8

The Orthos Support 6 is a handcrafted, firmer feel pocket sprung 
mattress made with responsibly sourced materials. It contains 9.6kg 
of responsibly sourced cotton per 150cm mattress. We recommend 
pairing this mattress with a platform top divan base for optimum 
support.

Covered in a luxurious, unbleached cotton sleep surface that is fire-
resistant without the need for FR chemicals.

The Orthos Support 8 is a handcrafted, firmer feel pocket sprung 
mattress made with responsibly sourced materials. It contains 4.8kg 
of responsibly sourced cotton and 1.2kg of certified British wool per 
150cm mattress. We recommend pairing this mattress with a platform 
top divan base for optimum support.

Covered in a luxurious, unbleached cotton sleep surface that is fire-
resistant without the need for FR chemicals.

The Cotton Origins 6 is single sided, so easy to maintain, with layers of 
cloud-like, responsibly sourced cotton and 100% British wool traceable 
to Red Tractor assured farms. It contains 4.5kg of responsibly sourced 
cotton and 2.4kg of certified British wool per 150cm mattress.

Covered in a breathable sleep surface woven from responsibly sourced, 
unbleached cotton and viscose. Safe and fire resistant without the use 
of FR chemicals.

The Wool Origins 8 is a handcrafted and hand-finished pocket sprung 
mattress, with layer upon layer of 100% British wool traceable to Red 
Tractor assured farms. Contains over 8 fleeces, or 16.3kg, of pure wool 
per 150cm mattress, and features an extra layer of Adaptiv™ comfort 
springs providing a different level of luxury.

Covered in a breathable sleep surface woven from responsibly sourced, 
unbleached cotton and viscose. Safe and fire resistant without the use 
of FR chemicals.

Tension: Available in firm and extra firm comfort levels.

Pocket spring system: ReActive™ 6-turn

Edge: Firm tension

Rows of side stitching: 2 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

Mattress height: 27cm deep

Turn: Double sided, turn and rotate with the seasons

Guarantee: 10 years

Tension: Available in firm and extra firm comfort levels.

Pocket spring system: ReActive™ 8-turn

Edge: Firm tension

Rows of side stitching: 3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

Mattress height: 30cm deep

Turn: Double sided, turn and rotate with the seasons

Guarantee: 10 year

Tension: Single tension only

Pocket spring system: ReActivePro™ 6-turn

Edge: Triple Edge Protection™

Rows of side stitching: 2 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

Mattress height: 26cm deep

Turn: Single sided no turn mattress

Guarantee: 10 years

Tension: Available in medium and firm comfort levels

Pocket spring system: ReActivePro™ 8-turn

Edge: Triple Edge Protection™

Rows of side stitching: 3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

Mattress height: 32cm deep

Turn: Double sided, turn and rotate with the seasons

Guarantee: 10 years

Every Hypnos mattress is handcrafted with a generous blend of natural and sustainable fillings, our 
unique pocket spring system, and covered in a range of beautiful sleep surfaces. Our design edit 
includes a range of comfort and support levels, so you can select the perfect mattress for you.
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Origins Pillow Top Select 

Origins Pillow Top Elite  

Organic No 1

Organic No 4

Organic No 6

The Origins Pillow Top Select is a expertly hand-tailored pocket spring 
mattress with a cushion of natural and sustainable fibres. The pillow 
top is made with sustainable breathable fibres and a fleece of British 
wool, atop a deep layer of Himalayan allo, kapok and cotton to provide 
sumptuous support. Contains a single sheep fleece, or 2.4kg of certified 
British wool per 150cm mattress.

Covered in a breathable sleep surface woven from responsibly sourced, 
unbleached cotton and viscose. Safe and fire resistant without the use 
of FR chemicals.

The Origins Pillow Top Elite is a luxurious no turn pillow top mattress. 
Relax into two fleeces of British wool, Adaptiv™ comfort springs and 
luxurious natural Talalay latex, atop another layer of natural Talalay 
latex. Contains two sheep fleeces, or 4.2kg of certified British wool per 
150cm mattress.

Covered in a breathable sleep surface woven from responsibly sourced, 
unbleached cotton and viscose. Safe and fire resistant without the use 
of FR chemicals.

The Organic No.1 mattress is beautifully handcrafted to give a 
naturally firm level of support that adapts to your unique movements. 
Made with wool from British organic farms, this expertly crafted 
mattress features organic cotton, flax and hemp to create a naturally 
hypoallergenic and cooling sleep experience. Certified by the Soil 
Association and endorsed by the Eden Project. Contains over 4.5 
sheep fleeces or 9kg certified British wool per 150cm mattress.

Covered in a breathable organic wool and cotton sleep surface. Safe 
and fire resistant without the use of FR chemicals.

The Organic No 4 is a luxurious mattress made from British organic 
wool, silk, cotton, hemp and flax. Natural materials are breathable, 
hypoallergenic and cooling, whilst he natural Talalay latex, tapped 
from rubber trees, provides responsive comfort. Certified by the Soil 
Association and endorsed by the Eden Project. Contains over 3.5 
sheep fleeces or 6kg certified British wool per 150cm mattress.

Covered in a breathable organic wool and cotton sleep surface. Safe 
and fire resistant without the use of FR chemicals. 

The Organic No 6 is the ultimate luxury mattress made from organic 
British wool, silk, cotton, hemp and flax combined with luxurious layers 
of natural Talalay latex. The carefully chosen organic fibres renowned for 
their naturally breathable properties help regulate body temperature 
and provide sumptuous support. Certified by the Soil Association and 
endorsed by the Eden Project. Contains over 6.5 sheep fleeces or 
13.8kg certified British wool per 150cm mattress.

Covered in a breathable organic wool and cotton sleep surface. Safe 
and fire resistant without the use of FR chemicals.

Not suitable for bedsteads where the gap between slats is greater than 7.5cm

Tension: Single tension only

Pocket spring system: ReActivePro™ 6-turn

Edge: Triple Edge Protection™

Turn: Single sided no turn mattress

Rows of side stitching: 2 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

Mattress height: 29cm deep

Guarantee: 10 years

Tension: Single tension only

Pocket spring system: ReActivePro™ 6-turn

Edge: Triple Edge Protection™

Rows of side stitching: 3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

Mattress height: 31cm deep

Turn: Single sided no turn mattress

Guarantee: 10 years

Tension: Available in firm and extra firm comfort levels

Pocket spring system: ReActivePro™ 6-turn

Edge: Triple Edge Protection™

Rows of side stitching: 2 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

Mattress height: 24cm deep

Turn: Double sided, turn and rotate with the seasons

Guarantee: 10 years

Tension: Available medium and firm comfort levels

Pocket spring system: ReActivePro™ 7-turn

Edge: Triple Edge Protection™

Rows of side stitching: 3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

Mattress height: 29cm deep

Turn: Double sided, turn and rotate with the seasons

Guarantee: 10 years

Tension: Available medium and firm comfort levelss

Pocket spring system: ReActivePro™ 10-turn

Edge: Triple Edge Protection™

Rows of side stitching: 4 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

Mattress height: 31cm deep

Turn: Double sided, turn and rotate with the seasons

Guarantee: 10 years
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Divans and Feet
Hypnos divan bases come in a range of styles and 
storage options which you can customise to suit 
your lifestyle. Each divan is handcrafted from FSC® 
timber, upholstered in a fabric of your choice, 
and finished with either castors, feet, or legs. 
Our platform divan provides a highly supportive 
base for a firmer feel, whilst a sprung base works 

in harmony with your mattress to provide an 
enhanced comfort feel. Shallow divans provide a 
sleek look, whilst SuperStorageTM divans provide 
useful extra space, and deep divans can be made 
with your chosen drawer configuration. Our 
Flexibase can be used for additional strorage  
or an Extrabed

Divans are available in sizes: 90 x 200cm, 90 x 190cm, 75 x 200cm, 67.5 x 190cm.  Height excludes castors, feet or legs.

Divan Height Sprung Base Platform Top Drawers Skirt Castors Feet Legs

Deep sprung divan 35cm

Deep platform divan 31.5cm

Shallow divan 15cm

SuperStorage TM 36cm

HideAway TM 41.5cm

Flexibase 31.5cm

Castors, Feet and Legs

Castors

 Chrome castors come as 
standard, but you can upgrade 
to a brake castor if you have 

hard floors. 

Height: 5cm

Tapered foot

Choose either a natural 
wood or black finish.

Tapered leg

Choose either a natural 
wood or black finish.

Aluminium leg

A contemporary metal 
option.

Estelle leg

An elegant black leg with 
gold collar.

Height: 7cm Height: 17cm Height: 15.5cm Height: 17cm
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Storage We have developed several options to create useful storage space, so you 
have ultimate flexibility.

Size Width Depth Height Capacity

SuperStorage TM 90 x 200cm 86.5cm 195cm 25cm 0.421m3

90 x 190cm 86.5cm 185cm 25cm 0.400m3

75 x 200cm 71.5cm 195cm 25cm 0.348m3

67.5 x 190cm 64cm 185cm 25cm 0.296m3

HideAway TM 90 x 200cm 90cm 195cm 29.5cm 0.491m3

90 x 190cm 90cm 185cm 29.5cm 0.464m3

75 x 200cm 75cm 195cm 29.5cm 0.409m3

67.5 x 190cm 67.5cm 185cm 29.5cm 0.348m3

Deep divan base with storage drawers. SuperStorage TM divan base. HideAway TM divan base.

Flexibase We would recommend using our Flexibase should you want to store an Extrabed which can be 
particularly useful in a children’s bedroom for when they invite a friend to sleepover.
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Width Depth Height Capacity Max Load 

Standard Drawer 78.5cm 52cm 15cm 0.061m3 20kg

Width Depth Height Capacity Max Load 

Standard Drawer 78.5cm 52cm 15cm 0.061m3 20kg

Width Depth Height Capacity Max Load 

Standard Drawer 78.5cm 52cm 15cm 0.061m3 20kg

Width Depth Height Capacity Max Load 

Standard Drawer 78.5cm 52cm 15cm 0.061m3 20kg

Continental Drawer 38cm 52cm 15cm 0.029m3 10kg

Width Depth Height Capacity Max Load 

Standard Drawer 78.5cm 52cm 15cm 0.061m3 20kg

Continental Drawer 38cm 52cm 15cm 0.029m3 10kg

Drawer distance after headboard:      190cm divan: 4.8cm      200cm divan: 9.8cm

Drawer distance after headboard:      190cm divan: 4.8cm      200cm divan: 9.8cm

Drawer distance after headboard:      190cm divan: 99.8cm      200cm divan: 104.8cm

Drawer distance after headboard:      190cm divan: 42.5cm      200cm divan: 47.5cm

Drawer distance after headboard:      190cm divan: 42.5cm      200cm divan: 47.5cm

Storage Options for Deep Divans

Four drawer options

Two drawer options

Standard-size drawers can be combined with smaller continental-size drawers for ease of opening next to bedside tables 
or winged headboards. These drawers have been designed to accommodate lightweight items, such as pillows, bed linen 
or clothing. We recommend a maximum weight of 20kg per standard drawer and 10kg per continental drawer.

4 Standard Drawers

2 Standard Drawers 
in parallel

2 Standard Drawers

2 Continental and  
2 Standard Drawers

1 Continental and  
1 Standard Drawers
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Headboards
The focal point of your bed, each Hypnos headboard has a distinctive style and 
can be upholstered in a fabric from the Hypnos collection, or we can verify 
the fire rating of your chosen fabric. Both the headboard and divan can be 
upholstered to your specification. 

Alexandra Emily Isobella

A striking headboard comprised 
of two rows of square panels, set 
within a border upholstered in either 
contrasting black fabric as standard, 
or optionally in the same fabric as 
the squares.

Creating uncluttered elegance, with 
soft, rounded corners, this headboard 
is ideal to create a focal point strong 
patterns.

A deeply-cushioned centre panel, 
surrounded by a heavily-padded 
border and finished with hand-piped 
detail.

Height: 

Standard euro-slim 132cm floor-to-top  
(pictured) 

Strutted  77cm design height 

Shallow  107cm divan base-to-top  
 
Depth:  9cm

Height: 

Standard euro-slim 132cm floor-to-top 

Strutted  66cm design height 
(pictured) 

Shallow  107cm divan base-to-top  
 
Depth:  9cm

Height: 

Standard euro-slim 132cm floor-to-top  
(pictured) 

Strutted  77cm design height 

Shallow  107cm divan base-to-top  
 
Depth:  9cm
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Louisa Petra Victoria

The beautiful sweeping curves in 
this tall headboard create a timeless 
elegance.

A deeply upholstered contemporary 
headboard with vertical hand-piped 
detail.

A luxurious upholstered headboard 
piped with 2 rows of square 
segments.

Height: 

Tall euro-slim  160cm floor-to-top  
(pictured) 

  
 
Depth:  9cm

Height: 

Standard euro-slim 132cm floor-to-top 

Strutted  70cm design height  
(pictured)

Shallow  107cm divan base-to-top  
 
Depth:  9cm

Height: 

Tall euro-slim  160cm floor-to-top  
(pictured) 

  
 
Depth:  9cm

Headboard sizes
All Hypnos headboards are available in a range of standard size bed widths 
detailed below. We can also make bespoke sizes to your requirement.

Single  w 90cm (3’ 0” )  Kingsize  w 150cm (5’ 9”)

Small double  w 120cm (4’ 0”) Super king w 180cm (6’ 0”) 

Double  w 135cm (4’ 6” )  Emperor  w 200cm (6’ 6”)
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Finishing Touches
At Hypnos, we consider every detail to enhance your sleep experience. Our 
sumptuous collection of wool bedding and pillows provide ultimate comfort 
and luxury. Wool is the world’s original super fibre. It is naturally antibacterial, 
sustainable, renewable, and biodegradable, as well as being naturally flame 
resistant. Wool helps regulate body temperature by wicking away moisture to 
provide the perfect night’s sleep, whatever the time of year. 

WOOL PILLOW
Our wool pillows can be customised to you. Inside the pillow you’ll find a filling 
of natural wool clusters, which we call ‘wool balls’. If you like a softer pillow, you 
can pull the clusters apart adding air and plumping up your pillow. If you like a 
flatter pillow, simply remove a suitable quantity of wool. And if you like a deeper 
firmer pillow, we offer the option to purchase extra wool balls to stuff into  
your pillow.

WOOL PILLOW COVER
Our 100% British Wool and pure cotton pillow cover protects against dust 
mites which cannot survive in wool.

WOOL MATTRESS PROTECTOR
Much like the Wool Pillow Cover, the Wool Mattress Protector helps protect 
your mattress against dust mites making it a more hygienic and clean sleeping 
environment.

WOOL FILLED COMFORT LAYER
Layers of sumptuous British wool and smooth, soft cotton make for a truly 
comfortable topper and utterly relaxing sleeping experience.

ORIGINS DELUXE COMFORT LAYER
Sumptuously soft, this quilted comfort layer contains over 1.5 fleeces of British 
wool for an enhanced sleep experience.

ORIGINS SUPREME COMFORT LAYER
An extra pillow of natural comfort, with luxuriant Talalay latex wrapped in up to 
3 fleeces of British wool, for the ultimate sleep experience.

ORGANIC COMFORT LAYER
A luxurious layer of natural Talalay latex is encased in organic wool to create 
our most luxurious topper. Certified by the Soil Association and endorsed by 
the Eden Project, very special care is taken by farmers and growers to produce 
pure, high quality fibres using methods that work with nature. 
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Hotel Hypnos - 
home away 
from home

You can enjoy the comfort of a Hypnos bed when you are away. 
Hypnos Contract Beds work with hospitality clients all over the 
world, to ensure guests have the ultimate sleep experience, night 
after night. We supply major international hotel groups, cruise 
liners, spa and vacation properties, independent hotels, serviced 
apartments and private members’ clubs, so you can enjoy the 
comfort of a Hypnos bed wherever you are. 

Hotel Hypnos is a conversation series you can view on our 
website, featuring influential industry insiders, sharing their insights 
on the hospitality and interior design industry. 

1 The Tawny Hotel, Staffordshire.   2 Pan Pacific, London.   3 Billesley Manor, Stratford-Upon-Avon.    

4 The Riverside Inn, Shrewsbury.   5 The Other House, London.   6 The Lowry Hotel, Manchester.
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This brochure is a capsule collection 
of our finest mattresses in a 
variety of comfort levels, materials, 
and turn options. We have also 
incorporated a broad selection of 
divans to give you different storage 
options, and a selection of our best 

selling headboards. If you don’t find 
exactly what you’re looking for, you 
can access the complete Hypnos 
collection online, or contact us to 
create something completely bespoke 
for you. 

The Design Edit

Hypnos is the first bed manufacturer in the world to 
become carbon neutral, an accolade we achieved in 2011, 
and are extremely proud of. In 2020 we were delighted to 
receive the prestigious Queen’s Award for Enterprise for 
Sustainable Development. 

Hypnos complies with the Forest Stewardship Council® 
(FSC® licence code FSC-C110890) and The Programme 
for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC licence 
code PEFC/16-37-1392) standards, guaranteeing full 
traceability of their timber products.
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